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Collects Star Wars (2015) #20-25.Marvel's epic exploration of the Star Wars galaxy continues!
Take a walk on the dark side with Sgt. Kreel and an elite group of Imperial soldiers aboard the
Star Destroyer Harbinger! It's a nigh-indestructible weapon of war. It's also the target of the
rebels' new top-secret plan. Never afraid of defying the odds, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and
Leia Organa are determined to make this the Harbinger's last flight! But Kreel and his SCAR
Squad specialize in taking down rebels — hard! Let battle commence! Plus: Jabba the Hutt has
a problem, and he's hired the Wookiee bounty hunter Black Krrsantan to solve it. But a certain
old hermit of the dune wastes might have a little something to say about it. Then, R2-D2 goes
solo!
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E. Moss, “Deep and meaningful storytelling!. Jason Aaron is hands-down one of my favorite
comic book writers. The characters in his Star Wars books in particular 'sound' exactly like they
do on screen, which is a tough thing to pull off for such a well-loved universe. This series is
extremely well put together with beautiful art and coloring. I simply couldn't be happier with the
direction that Marvel is taking. The blend of 'familiar', while keeping things unique and fresh is
really well done. I also love how Aaron enhances little details from the movies that I never really
stopped to think about before, providing satisfying glimpses into the stories we know and love
that fit beautifully into canon. This graphic novel in particular tells some great stories without
having to rely so heavily on well-established characters. Slowly developing and using auxiliary
characters to further the Star Wars universe.  Definitely a must read!”

Daniel Casey, “The art in this one kinda rubs me the wrong way at times--Leia looks too much
like a hentai. Another strong volume--the ObiWan diary entry is the strongest portion and the
action arc in this one is quality. The new characters don't detract and raise up the characters we
know to the lvls we expect. The art in this one kinda rubs me the wrong way at times--Leia looks
too much like a hentai doll”

Ken A., “A great follow-up to Volumes 1 through 3.. Star Wars Vol. 4: Last Flight of the Harbinger
is a great follow-up story to Volumes 1, 2 and 3. Anyone wanting to follow the stories of the Star
Wars rebellion after the destruction of the 1st Death Star needs to read this collection of graphic
novels.”

scot soule, “worth reading. another force strong book!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Strong story, out of place art. First all, the art is not bad. It just does not fit
the star wars universe. Especially after the artists this book in particular have had. Having said
that, it was nice rebound from the last story. Higher stakes, and just overall better flow with an
awesome cliffhanger.”

PWDecker, “Another fun volume of the ongoing Star Wars series by Marvel. This volume opens
up with another look into Obi-wan's adventures on Tatooine while watching over young Luke.
This one includes Black Krrsantan, the wookie bounty hunter. Uncle Owen and Aunt Beru also
get a little more agency that they have in the past.The rest of this volume focuses on the Rebels
taking over a star destroyer. Sergeant Kreel and his team, Special Commando Advanced Recon
or SCARE, also are heavily featured. It's nice to see some stormtroopers who are actually good
at their job.Han and Leia banter this whole volume and it's lovely. So true to the original films.
Sana is still working with the Rebels. I like the perspective she adds. I'm hoping she doesn't meet
an untimely end as the ongoing series approaches The Empire Strikes Back events.The final



panel is a great teaser. I am definitely interested in the next volume!I give this fourth volume of
the ongoing Star Wars series by Marvel a 4/5.”

Casey, “Good stuff.. I’m a fan of Jason Arron and this is a nice and interesting story. This series
keeps the tone of the original trilogy very well but the art isn’t my favorite in this particular one.”

Ebook Tops Crystal, “The greats just keep on coming!. This was very space battle based which
was exciting to me cause it was classic star wars and a change of scenery instead of just going
from planet to planet. Sana as a comic book regular really suits the whole gang and her loyalty to
the rebellion (even though she don't wanna admit it) is amazing. Darth vade r is only in this
comic for a blink and then his gone...but what a amazing impression he made! Leia and han still
bittering, playing around and being cute with each other and overall? A fantastic read!”

Pedro Diogo Carreira, “star wars comics. Love it! It has the star wars numbers
#20-25COLLECTING: STAR WARS #20-25”

Kraetah, “Five Stars. Awesome”

The book by Jason Aaron has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 310 people have provided feedback.
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